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TECHNOLOGY
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“Oklahoma’s Premier
Technology Group”

Oklahoma’s leading digital
signage solution expert
specializing in indoor, outdoor,
wayfinding and menu boards
Hartland is a family-owned and operated company that has been in existence since 1993. Our journey began
as one of the leading audio and video production companies in the OKC metro area. We have provided a
multitude of video services for local, national and international clients.
As digital signage technology started to enter the marketplace, Hartland added signage as part of our product
line. Content is one of the leading problems most organizations face when creating a digital signage network.
The addition of digital signage along with our ability to provide a variety of creative content makes our
company a unique choice when choosing a digital signage provider.
Hartland Productions has been a VAR (value added reseller) of Omnivex for over 10 years. Our staff are Moxie
certified and offer customized signage network design, content creation, training and technical support.
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE
Omnivex Moxie software allows
your company to collect, process and
deliver targeted information across
your entire organization on a variety
of devices including digital signs,
self-service kiosks, video walls, touch
screens and tablets. It connects
people with real-time visual
information where and when they
need it, empowering them to make
better and more informed decisions.

Moxie enables you to produce and
automatically update targeted digital
communications to address everyday
business challenges. It is a versatile
solution to fit your needs now and as
your organization grows. From small
organizations to global enterprises
with multiple locations, Omnivex
Moxie empowers intelligent digital
communications.

The Omnivex solution enables you
to extend and enhance your two
most valuable assets -- people and
data.

Moxie Key Features
COLLECT
Moxie aggregates content from
internal or external sources and
automatically triggers screen updates
from real time events.
DESIGN
Moxie is a design application that
enables users to easily create eye
catching visuals and manage content
from one location for their enteire
network of screens.
PRESENT
Moxie players bring the content to
life and can capture local event data
from a variety of devices to keep your
messages targeted and relevant.

Moxie Demonstration
For a brief demonstration of Moxie’s capabilities visit our website
at www.hartlandproductions.com/signage

hartlandproductions.com
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DIGITAL
ADVERTISING

MARKETING / RETAIL SALES

BRAND RECOGNITION

One of the original applications of digital signage was advertising.
Whether advertising products, services or upcoming promotions,
many organizations have used digital screens to get their
messages in front of audiences. Today’s technology allows the
use of digital screens to be used for more than just a rotation of
advertisements. Omnivex’s solution also enables you to:

Your brand separates you from the competition and defines who
you are to the world. It enables your customers to indentify you
and your products in a crowded marketplace.
How are you creating awareness for your products/services?
Do you stand out or blend in?

• Create an interactive, engaging and highly personalized 		
experience for shoppers in-store while attracting new shoppers
outside
• Easily assign advertisements to play by individual screen,
groups of screens or geographic locations
• Accurately track results and provide proof of play information
to advertisers
• Quickly update or change advertisements in real-time
• Integrate advertisements with other technologies such as
sensors to create a more personalized experience for the viewer
• Leverage smaller digital screens at checkouts and other
locations to cross sell and upsell products and services
• Integrate with third party systems such as social media,
inventory, POS, loyalty, CRM, etc
• Interact with customers using technologies such as NFC,
RFID, QR, tablet, mobile, etc.
• Provide real-time data on in-store activity back to corporate
offices to enhance decision making and campaign management
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Digital signage helps improve brand aweness, ensures brand
consistency and controls how your message is delivered across
multiple devices and locations.

Welcome visitors and education them about your company
Ensure consistent branding and messaging across all
locations and multiple platforms
Control how your message is delivered
Strengthen corporate messages and branding
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WAYFINDING & KIOSKS
Omnivex software system allows for the creation of dynamic and interactive
wayfinding content. The design tools simplify the design process and allow content
managers to hook into real-time, back end information that can help drive on-screen
decision making. Maps and floor plans are easy to maintain and can reflect the
current state of a changing environment.
• Incorporation conditional formatting to direct traffic flow based on time, date or
emergency situations
• Add transfer points such as stairs or elevators to ensure a smooth transition to
multi-floors or multi-regions
• Customize for the view: for the physically impaired (micro or macro views)
• Integrate with mobile devices or use dynamic QR codes for a personalized
experience
Self-serve kiosks are gaining popularity mostly due to consumers being more
technologically savvy. People today are more self-directed than ever and are rarely
bothered by self-checkout lanes or information kiosks. Visual communications on
devices such as self-serv kiosks provide a number of business advantages such as:
• Automating processes such as ordering, ticketing and registration reducing the
need for extra staff or providing an opportunity to redirect staff to more value
added activities
• Integrating with backend systems such as inventory and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) to provide personalized real-time information
• Providing detailed information on products or services and the ability to promote
complimentary offerings such as warranties or value added services

hartlandproductions.com
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MENU BOARDS
Leverage digital menu boards to connect
backend systems, ensure branding standards
and create an engaging experience
From small restaurants to large corporate chains, digital menu
boards can have a significant impact on your business. Menu
boards can connect to backend systems to reflect inventory.
Incorporate interactive kiosks, tables, mobile phones, social media
and other new technologies to engage your customers. Ensure
corporate branding standards are being followed while allowing
regional or local stores to display unique products or features.
Digital Menu Boards can:
•Eliminate the cost and labor associated with printing, 			
distributing and updating of paper menus
•Adapt menu items based on time of day, geographic location
or other criteria
•Create a significantly more pleasing visual experience and 		
reduce perceived wait times
•Increase sales by promoting daily specials, cross-selling and 		
up-selling
•Provide a tool for testing new promotions, prices or products
•Meet regulatory requirements like displaying nutritional 		
information or ingredients

FDA REGULATION DEADLINE FOR MENU
BOARDS AND CALORIE INFORMATION IS
FAST APPROACHING...ARE YOU COMPLIANT?
WE CAN HELP!!!
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keep customers and
employees safe during
severe weather

connect to external
devices or systems
such as fire alarms

connec automatically
to security systems to
trigger silent alarm or
intruder alerts

signage is updated
automatically with
severe weather
information

EMERGENCY ALERTS
All organizations need to have a way to notify their employees, customers or visitors of potential fire, health or safety hazards.
Combining existing audio alarms with visual emergency notifications on devices like digital screens, video walls and mobile phones is a
great way for organizations to improve their disaster preparedness and safety plans. Visual communications enables you to:
• Alert hearing impaired individuals
• Provide real-time updates on status of emergency situation, inclement weather, etc.
• Easily direct people to alternative exits
• Integrate with Internet of Things (IoT) devices such as sensors and alarms
• Notify people individually on their mobile phone or in groups on digital screens
• Use creative content that will quickly draw attention to the screens

hartlandproductions.com
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CONTACT US
YUKON

3912 Landmark Road
Yukon, OK 73099
Office: 405.348.3348

OKLAHOMA CITY

By Appointment Only
Office: 405.990.9436

